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Abstract Photoelectrochemically prepared nanotopogra-
phies on semiconductors are used for realization of nano-
emitter solar devices that are active in the photovoltaic and the
photoelectrocatalytic mode. The development of solar devices
by a nonlinear electrochemical process and combined
chemical/electrochemical metal deposition is described.
Based on this low-temperature scalable approach, first
efficiencies of 7.3% in the photovoltaic mode are reported
for the photoelectrochemical solar cell n-Si/SiO2/Pt/I3

−–I−.
With p-Si/Pt nanocomposite structures, light-induced H2

evolution is achieved. The surface chemistry and morphol-
ogy is analyzed by photoelectron spectroscopy (PES),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and high-resolution
scanning electron microscopy. The operational principle of
Pt-based nanoemitter solar devices that use silicon single
crystal absorbers is analyzed by Mott–Schottky plots,
chronoamperometric profiles, and PES. Related to simulta-
neous oxide formation during Pt deposition, evidence for the

formation of a metal–oxide–semiconductor junction is
obtained that explains the observed electronic behavior.

Keywords Solar energy . Silicon . Nanostructure .

Wet processing . Electrochemistry

General introduction to parts I and II

The nano-dimensioned semiconductor systems presented in
part I and part II are (1) metal nanoemitters formed on Si
and (2) proteins immobilized on a nanostructured (so-called
step-bunched Si) and a layered semiconductor. Both
systems are characterized by nano-dimensioned particles
that are attached to semiconductor surfaces. Another
common feature relates to the description of the electronic
and energetic properties which is done here using concepts
from applied semiconductor physics such as, for instance, that
of metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) or metal–insulator–
semiconductor junctions [1]. Although such common traits in
the nano-dimensionality of the used adsorbates and their
interfacial behavior with nanostructured semiconductor sub-
strates which connect the—at first glance—rather differently
appearing nanocomposite systems clearly exist, there is also
a conceivable difference in the underlying science of solar
energy conversion devices and of proteomics. Therefore, we
have decided to represent each system separately.

The first article treats the surface chemistry and
electronic properties of semiconductor nanosystems with
deposited metallic islands that function as emitters in
nanocomposite solar energy converting devices. The device
efficiency strongly depends on electronic properties which,
in turn, are largely determined by the surface or interface
chemistry at the rectifying junction. Therefore, surface
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analytical methods and electronic characterization are used
for analysis.

In the second article, a review is given on our work on
nano-dimensioned soft-matter molecules, i.e., proteins,
adsorbed at semiconductor surfaces. Very little is known
about electronic properties of protein-semiconductor con-
tacts. Scanning probe microscopy experiments including
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and tapping mode
atomic force microscopy are employed for the analysis of
the semiconductor/protein/metal STM-tip system.

Introduction

The preparation of nanoemitter solar energy converting
structures, described below, is based on self-organized
(photo)electrochemical processes that are correlated with
distinct nanotopographic surface changes. Such self-
organized processes are ubiquitous in nature and have
attracted considerable attention over decades [2–4]. Pres-
ently, with the advent of nanotechnology, successive
miniaturization demands advanced tools in preparation.
Two major routes can be discerned: (1) chemical and
electrochemical preparation of nanosystems (carbon, WO3,
TiO2 nanotubes, colloids and photonic crystals, for instance
[5–9]) that involves some self-organization or self-assembly
aspect and (2) externally directed fabrication of such
structures by optical and electron beam lithography or by
focused ion beam etching, for example [10, 11]. The latter
processes, although reaching almost the resolution of the
chemical/electrochemical approaches in combining the
methods [11], will have to fulfill the demands on upscaling
of nanostructures for large area applications. Presently, this
can be better realized in systems that show self-organization
or self-assembly properties. This is particularly important in
solar energy conversion applications where large areas for
the absorber component of solar cells are needed, but it is
also true for the fabrication of biological sensors [12, 13],
for instance.

In this article, we follow the chemical/electrochemical
approach. A route towards the development of silicon-
based photoactive devices is described. The devices are
shown to operate in the photovoltaic and photoelectrocata-
lytic mode. Device structures consist of metallic nano-
emitters as light-induced minority carrier charge collecting
component of a solar cell embedded in a passivating surface
layer on top of the semiconductor absorber.

Experimental

Electrochemical experiments have been performed in the
standard three-electrode potentiostatic arrangement using Pt

counter and saturated calomel (SCE) or Ag/AgCl reference
electrodes. Solutions were prepared from the highest
available purity chemicals (reagent grade or ultrapure) and
ultrapure water (18 MΩ). In the experiments on Si,
solutions were deaerated by N2 purging (5N-grade). The
experimental arrangement for in situ Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy is given in [14]. Light-to-electricity
conversion experiments were done in the experimental
electrochemical cell that was also used for the electrochem-
ical processing of the silicon substrates. Illumination was
provided by a W-I lamp. N-type Si (111) with a doping
level of 4×1015 cm−3 and p-type Si(100), doped 5×
1014 cm−3 were used. The nominal miscut was 0°.

Results and discussion

The section contains: (1) a short summary of the theoretical
model regarding oscillatory phenomena at silicon electrodes,
(2) the description of the (photo)electrochemical preparation
of photoactive devices, and (3) an overview of the silicon
surface chemistry after Pt electrodeposition. A more detailed
analysis of the surface chemistry, analyzed by synchrotron
radiation photoelectron spectroscopy, is given in this volume
in the article of K. Skorupska.

Electrochemical self-organization at Si surfaces

Silicon (photo)electrochemistry is characterized by several
phenomena such as porous Si formation [15–17], metastable
topographies [18, 19], step-bunching [20, 21], electropolish-
ing [22, 23], photonic crystal fabrication [24], and oscillatory
behavior [25–28]. First, an overview of the (photo)electro-
chemistry of Si is given (Fig. 1). The schematic in Fig. 1

Fig. 1 Photo- and dark current–voltage branches of n-Si in acidic-
fluoride-containing solution (anodic branch) in dilute NH4F solution
at pH 4 and in alkaline solution (cathodic branch) for preparation of
oxide nanopores and step-bunched surfaces, respectively
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shows the combined behavior in acidic (anodic current
branch) and in alkaline (cathodic current branch) electro-
lytes. In the former, the onset of current oscillations is
observed at about 5 V. They are used for the preparation of
photoactive devices (see “Solar devices”). The cathodic
branch of Fig. 1 shows the potential region in which so-
called step-bunched surfaces, characterized by large atomic
terraces and step heights in the order of 10–15 atomic
bilayers of individual height of 0.314 nm, are prepared.
Because of their unique structural and electronic properties
[20, 21, 29, 30], these surfaces can also be used for protein
adsorption (see part II).

For the development of solar cells by low-temperature
scalable processes, the structural features that occur in the
anodic oxide on silicon during photocurrent oscillations are
used as template for metal nanoemitter deposition. The
presence of an oxide at Si surfaces during oscillation has
been shown by photoelectron spectroscopy and in situ
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measure-
ments [31]. The oxide thickness varies periodically dis-
played in Fig. 2. The variation of the signal of the
asymmetric Si–O stretching mode yields oxide thicknesses
between 17 and 27 monolayers (ML). The average integral
oxide thickness is 22 ML. Using a value of 0.45 nm for one
ML (Schmeißer D, private communication) , the resulting
oxide thickness dox varies between ~7.7 and ~12 nm. The
current, however, shows a modulation depth of >90%
despite a minimum oxide thickness of almost 8 nm where
the oxide should be electrically insulating. Native oxides on
silicon are already insulating at a considerably smaller
thickness of 1.2–1.5 nm, for instance. Therefore, a
mechanism had to be postulated by which a rather small
change in mean oxide thickness (±5 ML) on a background
of a 10-nm-thick oxide layer (corresponding to the average
oxide thickness of 22 ML during oscillations) produced the
observed large current modulation. In our initial work, this

led to the postulation of electrolytically conducting chan-
nels within the anodic oxide [32] before such pores have
actually been observed. The concept is schematically
shown in Fig. 3a where these channels are represented as
pores. The opening (process 2) and closing (process 1) of
these pores can affect the photocurrent (n-Si) due to the
efficient minority carrier collection at these sites. Subse-
quent experimental and theoretical work (see below)
showed that the closing process is related to new oxide
formation at the bottom of the respective pore. This
efficiency of the carrier collection results from the large
diffusion length (>100 μm) in single crystalline Si (see
Fig. 3b for visualization), and this operation principle has
also been used earlier in the development of point contact
solar cells for concentrator applications [33]. Basically, the
current modulation during oscillations can be qualitatively
explained by this behavior, but for the occurrence of
sustained oscillations, further assumptions have to be made
that relate to their physico-chemical origin to and the nature
of the feedback mechanism.

Below, the model that we have developed earlier is
shortly reviewed [25–28]: It is based on the light-induced
anodic oxide formation at n-Si (or bias-induced oxidation of
p-Si) and on the simultaneous etching in HF and HF2

− (dilute
NH4F solutions). This dynamic competition is described in
the model by the temporal behavior of so-called oxide
thickness oscillators where the cycle time of the thickness
oscillators defines the temporal evolution of the system.
The oxidation (Eqs. 1, 1a) and etching (Eqs. 2, 2a) reactions
are

n� Siþ 4hVB
þ hnð Þ þ 2H2O ) SiO2 þ 4Haq

þ ð1Þ

p� Siþ 4hVB
þ Vað Þþ2H2O ) SiO2þ4Haq

þ ð1aÞ

SiO2þ6HF ) SiF6
2�þ2Haq

þþ2H2O ð2Þ

SiO2þ3HF2
� ) SiF6

2�þH2Oþ OHaq
�: ð2aÞ

Here, hVB
+ indicates holes from the valence band and hν

symbolizes the light-induced oxidation process; for p-Si,
oxidation occurs via an applied anodic potential (Va). Etching
by the hydrogen-bridge complex HF2

− only takes place at
moderately acidic pH. It has to be taken into account in our
experiments in dilute NH4F solutions (0.1–0.2 M) at pH 4.

The initial oxidation takes place at a bare H-terminated
Si surface [34]. Since the oxidation is very fast, as shown in
Fig. 4, the cycle time of the thickness oscillators is given
predominantly by the oxide thickness and the etching
period of the formed oxide which is considerably slower
than the formation time. The oscillating photocurrent (on

Fig. 2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy for in situ determina-
tion of silicon oxide thickness during photocurrent oscillations at n-Si
(111) electrodes in 0.1 M NH4F, pH 4; the asymmetric Si–O stretching
mode is displayed for three conditions as indicated; the perpendicular
and parallel vibrational modes are labeled accordingly
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n-Si) and the dark current (p-Si) are derived from an initial
current peak Ji(t), resembling the experimental behavior in
Fig. 4 and a temporal evolution sequence that is based on a
combination of probability theory and Markov processes
[25]. The oscillating current j(t)

j tð Þ ¼
X

i

Z tmax
i

tmin
i

pi tð ÞJi t � tð Þdt ð3Þ

is related to the synchronization function p tð Þ ¼ P
i
pi tð Þ

where the pi(t) are derived by a Markov chain [35]. The
synchronization state in the ith cycle is then defined by
previous synchronization state pi−1(t) in the following way:

pi tð Þ ¼
Z tmax

i�1

tmin
i�1

pi�1 tð Þqi;t t � tð Þdt: ð4Þ

Here, qi;t is the probability distribution of the cycle time
of the thickness oscillators starting the ith cycle at the time
t. Figure 5 shows a “train” of pi together with the qi;t for an
etching process of an earlier formed oxide within one cycle
(labeled t) and of a later formed one (t*). The different
time intervals indicate that the earlier formed oxide with a
longer “lifetime” etches slower than the later formed one,
which is expressed by the different intervals related to t and
t*. The reasons for this assumption are schematically

represented in Figs. 6 and 7. First, we inspect the situation
of the growing oxide on a bare silicon surface as shown in
Fig. 6a,b. The side view in Fig. 6a shows initially formed
oxide islands which, due to the volume mismatch of 2.27
(oxide vs. Si), grow into the substrate but also extend
towards the exterior of the geometrical surface. It is well
known from microelectronics that the oxide is under
compressive stress, whereas Si is under tensile stress [36].
The top surface view in Fig. 6b shows the situation at a
more advanced stage of the oxidation process. We use the
terminology of oxide I and II to characterize those oxides
that have been formed at earlier stages of the process (I)
and that are assumed to be more homogeneous in
composition than later formed oxides (II) which are formed
by oxidation of the considerably stressed Si substrate. In
Fig. 6b, the successive oxidation process of the surface
within the initial cycle is indicated by the areas that are
located between oxide I islands. At an advanced stage of
the oxidation process, the silicon substrate is under tensile
stress underneath the oxide and under compressive stress

Fig. 4 Time-resolved current measurement using an oscilloscope of
the initial oxidation of n-Si(111) in dilute NH4F at pH 4 for an anodic
potential of 6 V (SCE) and illumination with a W-I lamp by opening a
shutter; only the first oxidation phase is shown in which approxi-

Fig. 5 Visualization of the mathematical process described in Eq. 1
showing the synchronization states pi(t) and the probability distribu-
tion of the periods of the oxide thickness oscillators qi;t . The influence
of the contraction of the time interval for later formed oxides that etch
faster is indicated by the starting time t* (see text)

Fig. 3 Schematic of the fluctuating pore model. a Side view of
electrolytically conductive channels in the oxide which allow excess
minority carrier collection through such pores. b Top view showing
the (idealized) geometry of the concept with pore diameter Φpore,
depletion layer width W, and minority carrier diffusion length Le (p-Si)
and Lh (n-Si)
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between the oxide islands, as indicated by the arrows in the
figure. From fractal photocorrosion of Si, it is known that
dissolution and oxidation are favored at sites with stress-
induced distortion of bonds [37]. Then, the later formed
oxide II will contain considerably more defects such as
micro- and nanocracks that eventually can develop into
nanopores which allow electrolyte transport to the Si
surface (Fig. 6c). Accordingly, this defectuous oxide will
etch faster due to three-dimensional etching around pores
compared to a more layer-type etching of oxide I.

In Fig. 7, the influence of the faster etching of oxide II is
schematically shown. We have depicted a situation in which

the later formed oxide II of cycle 1 (Fig. 7a) is etched faster
than oxide I. Figure 7b shows the situation where oxide II
has been etched away and underneath, the new oxide I is
formed in the subsequent cycle 2. This new oxide I is
formed in the initial stage of cycle 2, of better structural
quality (lower defect density), and hence etches slower.
Figure 7a shows schematically that at the position where
the former defect-rich oxide was formed, a new defect-poor
oxide grows. For better visualization, the oxides of type I
from the earlier cycle 1 are shown as rather thick islands,
although at the time when oxide I is formed in the
subsequent cycle 2, they should have been largely
dissolved. This overall behavior results in a contraction of
the probability distribution of the cycle times for the
thickness oscillators for later formed oxides, as shown in
Fig. 5. The subsequent synchronization state retains its
original shape due to this contraction, resulting in sustained
oscillations. Under these conditions, the Si oxide is located
in two neighboring cycles only [38]. Damped oscillations
occur if the etching time interval of successively formed
oxides does not contract enough. It should be noted that this
oscillatory behavior is a macroscopic phenomenon, mean-
ing that synchronization occurs throughout the sample, and
accordingly, any structure formed in this process exists on

Fig. 7 Schematic side view of synchronization by etching. a The
earlier formed oxide I and the later formed oxide II which etches faster
(see dotted lines). b Situation in which oxide II has been completely
etched and new oxide I of the next cycle is growing

Fig. 6 Schematic of the influence of volume mismatch between Si
and its oxide on the stress in the two materials. a Side view for the
initial oxidation of a bare silicon surface. b Top view indicating that
initially grown oxides (oxide I) exert compressive stress into the
intermediate (uncovered) areas of silicon. c Formation of oxide II in
increasingly stressed Si substrates during oscillatory behavior (where
the surface is always covered with silicon) which results in a fast
three-dimensional etching behavior of oxide II (see text)
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the overall sample surface, resulting in the scalability of the
related nanostructures.

Figure 8 shows high-resolution scanning electron micro-
graphs of Si samples that were immersed at a phase of the
current where the oxide thickness, as determined from
FTIR measurements, was thinnest. Nanopores on both, n-Si
and p-Si, are clearly visible. Pore sizes are in the range of
10–30 nm on n-Si and about 50 nm on p-Si. In addition, the
pore density is considerably different on both samples; for
p-Si, a much lower density and larger pores are found. This
might in fact point to the existence of current bursts on such
samples [39] because the anodic potential drop for p-Si
occurs almost exclusively across the interfacial oxide due to
the accumulation layer formed upon anodization.

Solar devices

Solar energy converting structures using the self-organized
nanopore structures shown in Fig. 8 can be realized by

electrodeposition of metallic islands into the pores. Elec-
trodeposition will only take place at those pores that have
electrical contact with the Si substrate. If the remaining
oxide outside the pores is electrically insulating, the
electrodeposition process itself produces spatially selective
metal deposition. For solar energy conversion devices, three
operational modes can be discerned: (1) solid-state photo-
voltaic operation, (2) light-to-electricity operation in photo-
electrochemical solar cells (PECS) that employ redox
electrolytes, and (3) photoelectrocatalysis application. For
(1), the metal has to form a rectifying junction with silicon,
for (2), the redox electrolyte has to be selected such that a
large contact potential difference between the redox
potential and the Si Fermi level exists, and for (3), the
contact potential between the catalytic reaction and the Si
Fermi level must be large and metals with catalytic activity
for the respective reaction (for instance Pt in case of light-
induced H2 evolution) have to be chosen.

Figure 9 shows a scheme how to realize a nanoemitter
solar device where the pores in the oxide have been
deepened into the Si substrate by alkaline etching.
Subsequently, the voids are filled with metallic emitter
materials for enhanced collection of minority carriers,
generated by low-energy photons deeper in the silicon
absorber. We focus here on the realization of PECS that
operate in the photovoltaic mode because of their facilitated
preparation compared to solid-state devices that need a
transparent conductive front material to collect the light-
induced minority carriers. In addition, in the case of PECS,
the metal nanoislands do not necessarily have to form a
Schottky barrier with Si because the electrochemical
potential of the redox electrolyte defines the contact
potential difference with Si.

A complication that reduces the photovoltage and thus
the conversion efficiency considerably, however, is the
influence of so-called metal-induced gap states (MIGS)
[40] which are known to result in Fermi level pinning.
Fermi level pinning is known since long in semiconductor
devices [1] and describes the independence of the barrier
height in Schottky junctions on the contacting metal’s work
function. We will see below that due to the specific
conditions for Pt deposition, Fermi level pinning is not
observed in this case.

Pt electrodeposition is well established [41], and in PECS,
the contact potential difference is given by EF(Si)−ERedox. In
iodine–iodide redox electrolyte, this difference is approximately
4:2 eV EF Sið Þð Þ � 5:1 eV ERedox I�

�
I�3

� �� � ¼ �0:9 eV (using
a value of 4.6 eV for the work function of the reversible
hydrogen electrode; accordingly, the work function of the SCE
is at 4.86 eV); hence, a considerable photovoltage can be
expected. For photoelectrocatalytic operation, Pt can be photo-
deposited into the nanopores of p-Si samples after emersion from
the fluoride containing electrolyte where current oscillation

Fig. 8 High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) images
of Si samples immersed at the increasing branch of the oscillating
current. a n-Si(111), b p-Si(111); oscillatory conditions: +6 V (SCE),
dilute NH4F, pH 4
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occurs. Such device can then be employed, for instance, for
light-induced proton reduction to H2.

The optimum performance of the nanoemitter device
involves conditions concerning the minimum distance be-
tween the nanoemitter islands in relation to the excess
minority carrier diffusion length Lh,e (for holes and electrons,
respectively) of the semiconductor. From simple geometric
considerations on the overlap of the circles for L in Fig. 3b,
the horizontal nanoemitter distance D is defined by

D �
ffiffiffi
2

p
Lh;e þW þ rem
� � ð5Þ

where W is the semiconductor depletion layer width and rem
the radius of the metallized pore. Perpendicular to the
geometric surface, the inequality

d? � Tpore þW þ Lh;e
2

ð6Þ

must hold for efficient cells (see Fig. 9); here Tpore denotes
the depth of the metallized pores which can extended from
the oxide into the Si substrate by alkaline etching as
indicated in Fig. 9. The variation of the distances D and
d? will allow adjustment of the efficient carrier collection in
low electronic quality material that is characterized by a
small minority carrier diffusion length by decreasing the
lateral distance between the nanoemitters. Hence, this
concept provides, in principle, high solar energy conversion
efficiencies by adjusting the nanoemitter distance and depth.

Figure 10 shows the electrodeposition protocol for Pt. At
a potential of −0.8 V (SCE), the sample was held for 60 s.
The dark current iD (n-Si is in accumulation under these
conditions) shows a time dependence close to iD ¼ t�1=2

which is well known for a diffusion-controlled reaction that
shows Cottrell-type behavior [42]. The overall accumulated
charge reaches 13 mCcm−2 which, for a four electron
reduction process of the PtCl6

2− anion, would correspond to
about 20 ML deposited metal. Two additional aspects,
however, have to be taken into account: the I–V character-
istic for Pt deposition (not shown) shows that the process
occurs on top of underlying H2 evolution which amounts to
a factor of ~0.4 of the overall charge in the reaction.

Accordingly, the amount of deposited Pt reduces to
~12 ML. In this consideration, increased hydrogen evolu-
tion due to the catalytic activity of Pt, which would further
reduces the amount of deposited Pt, is not considered
because it is difficult to assess. Secondly, the Pt deposition
potentials are energetically located at +0.54 and +0.71 V
(SCE), i.e., below the Si valence band edge. Therefore, hole
injection into the valence band with subsequent Pt
deposition can occur [43, 44]. It is presently not known
how these stepwise reduction processes from Pt4+ to Pt2+

and to Pt0 from the valence band electrons compete with
the conduction band reduction process. The occurrence of
the distinct reduction peak in Fig. 10, however, indicates a
conduction band reaction where the high electron concen-
tration in the accumulation layer contributes efficiently to
the metallization of the nanopores. In general, a correlation
between deposition charge and metal island size and
distribution is yet difficult to make, and this topic needs
further investigation. Recently, evidence for the contribu-
tion of surface states in the electrodeposition process has
been obtained (Stempel et al., manuscript in preparation).

The result of the metal deposition process is shown in
the high-resolution scanning electron micrograph of
Fig. 11. It can be seen that not all pores are filled with Pt

Fig. 10 Protocol for electrodeposition of Pt from a solution of 1 mM
PtCl6

2−, 0.1 M K2SO4, pH 3.8; the potential, dark current, and charge
are displayed for an n-Si/oxide system

Fig. 9 Concept for a nanoemitter solar cell and its preparation. Left:
nanopores are electrochemically formed in silicon oxide; middle:
deepening of these pores by alkaline etching which selectively attacks
silicon; right: filling of pores with an emitter material that forms a

Schottky junction with Si, contacting the emitter with a TCO
(transparent conductive oxide) or a redox electrolyte for solid-state
or photoelectrochemical solar cells, respectively; labeling of the
geometric parameters follows Eqs. 5 and 6
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that is visible due to the enhanced material contrast. The
partial pore filling is attributed to the fact that during
oscillations, not all pores have electrical contact to the Si
substrate because they are in different phases of their
growth. In addition, some pores appear to have been
overgrown, reaching Pt diameters close to 100 nm. The
insert of Fig. 11 shows an X-ray photoelectron spectrum
(XPS) of the Pt 4f7/2-5/2 line demonstrating that Pt is indeed
found on the surface and that its oxidation state, given by
the core level binding energy of 71 eV, corresponds to
elemental Pt0.

Figure 12 gives the output power characteristic of a
device with Pt islands in iodine–iodide redox electrolyte. A
conversion efficiency of 7.3% is reached. Since high-
quality single crystalline Si substrates have been used, it
is expected that this efficiency will increase once the losses
in the system are assessed and eliminated. Presently, we

consider interface recombination [45] at the Si/SiO2

boundary at the local Si/Pt contacts and problems with
oxide quality (trapped charge) as most deleterious. The data
in Fig. 12 show that as predicted, the system adjusts to the
Fermi level of the redox couple. In different experiments, it
was shown that linear Mott–Schottky plots are obtained
(Stempel et al., manuscript in preparation). This demon-
strates that external biasing modulates the depletion (space
charge) layer and contradicts the assumption of a prevalent
influence of MIGS. The relatively small contact area
between Pt nanoislands and Si and/or a thin interfacial
oxide layer can be responsible for the absence of Fermi
level pinning. The latter would reduce the spatial overlap of
interpenetrating evanescent metal states into the semicon-
ductor. In “Basic interfacial chemistry analyzed by photo-
electron spectroscopy”, the surface chemistry after Pt
deposition is considered, demonstrating Si oxidation in
the process.

In Fig. 13, first results on light-induced H2 evolution are
presented for p-Si. The onset of the photoelectrocatalytic
reaction is observed at V=−0.05 V (SCE), i.e., ~0.2 V
positive of the equilibrium potential for the hydrogen
evolution at the pH of the 0.05 M H2SO4 solution. Separate
experiments show that saturation of the photocurrent occurs
at considerably more negative potentials at about −2 V
(SCE) where currents reach 12 mAcm−2 (Stempel et al.,
manuscript in preparation). The sluggish current increase
observed here indicates recombination and possibly current
transport losses. In addition, the contact potential difference
between the hydrogen evolution reaction and the Fermi
level position of p-Si is only about 0.4 V if semiconductor
physics data (electron affinity, doping level, energy gap) are
compared with the work function of the normal hydrogen
electrode (~4.6 eV). This reduced contact potential differ-
ence is accompanied by a rather small band bending, and
surface/interface recombination can then dominate the
behavior. Here, too, optimization of the various interfaces
and of the metal deposition process is necessary to produce

Fig. 12 Output power characteristic of a photoelectrochemical solar
device with n-Si operating in the photovoltaic mode; electrolyte
50 mM I2, 0.1 M KI; light intensity 37 mWcm−2 (W-I lamp)

Fig. 11 HRSEM image of metallized oxide nanopore surface where
the Pt islands, in part having overgrown the pores, are seen by the
material contrast; note that not all pores are filled (see text); the insert
shows an XPS result on the metallized surface with the Pt 4f line,
excitation by MgKa 1256 eVð Þ

Fig. 13 I–V characteristic showing the photoelectrocatalytic activity
of the Pt/SiO2/p-Si/H

+–H2 device (see text)
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more efficient devices. It is more promising for photo-
electrocatalytic applications, however, to use semiconductors
where the valence band maximum is energetically consider-
ably lower than that of Si. A first option would be to employ
p-type InP where efficient H2 evolution has been observed
[46] and where nanoemitter islands could be deposited onto
the surface that has been photoelectrochemically passivated
by an ultrathin interfacial layer [47, 48].

Basic interfacial chemistry analyzed by photoelectron
spectroscopy

Figure 14 shows the Si 2p core level line recorded at
BESSY II using our combined electrochemistry–UHV
surface analysis system approach [49]. The spectrum was
recorded after Pt deposition (Fig. 10) at 570 eV where the
surface sensitivity, given by the inelastic mean free
scattering length of the photoelectrons, is ~1.0 nm. The
evaluation yields an oxide thickness of about 0.4 nm (using
energy-dependent sensitivity factors of 1.7 for

I1Si
I1SiO2

) which
corresponds to about one ML. The energetic scheme in
Fig. 15 shows that Pt deposition occurs in two steps as has
been already mentioned above in “Solar devices”:

PtCl6
2� þ 2eCB;VB

� ) PtCl4
2� þ 2Cl� þ0:71 V vs: SCEð Þ

ð7Þ

PtCl4
2� þ 2eCB;VB

� ) Pt0 þ 4Cl� þ0:54 Vð Þ: ð7aÞ

The first step, the reduction of Pt4+ to Pt2+, precedes Pt
deposition. The reduction can occur via conduction band
electrons (index CB) or via valence band electrons. The
XPS data in Fig. 14 show that a valence band process must
be involved: By hole injection into the valence band, Si
backbonds are weakened in the presence of water which
results in solvolytic splitting of the backbonds and
subsequent oxide formation as schematically shown in
Fig. 15. Thereafter, the actual Pt deposition takes place.
Electrodeposition from the conduction band occurs when
the potential scan reaches −0.8 V. This deposition occurs at
a stage in the process where Pt nuclei can have already been
formed in the valence band process. As a consequence, a
Pt/silicon oxide/Si contact is formed that has electronic
properties similar to that of an MOS junction (see also part
II). This explains the electronic behavior and, in particular,
the absence of pronounced Fermi level pinning and results
in the initially already rather good conversion efficiency of
these first devices.

Conclusion and outlook

The preparation of photoactive devices prepared by low-
temperature, scalable electrochemical processes that induce
nanostructures in the passivating oxide on Si was shown.
With Pt as nanoemitter material, photovoltaic as well as
photoelectrocatalytic operation was observed. In the photo-
voltaic mode, efficiencies above 7% were obtained in a
PECS using an iodine–iodide redox electrolyte.

Future work will address improvement of the electrode-
position process, better control of interface electronics at
the respective metal–semiconductor junctions, oxide opti-
mization, and the search for further suited candidates for
electrodeposition that also function efficiently in solid-state

Fig. 14 Synchrotron radiation photoelectron data of the Si 2p line at
an excitation energy of 570 eV; the signal at a binding energy of
103.7 eV is attributed to Si in SiO2

Fig. 15 Energy scheme for Pt deposition at the silicon–electrolyte
interface; values for the work function of the normal hydrogen
electrode (NHE) which locate that of the saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) at 4.86 eV are taken from literature data and our data; the hole
injection process in the presence of water is also indicated, resulting in
silicon oxidation (see text)
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devices. In photoelectrocatalysis, the use of p-type semi-
conductors with low lying valence band edge for light-
induced H2 evolution and the use of other catalytically
active noble metals is planned.
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